
Mathematics. - On the figure of four projeetive spaces [nI-I], [n2-1], 
[n3-1] and [n4-1] 11n a [n--l], where nl + n2 + n3 + n4 =2 n. 
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(Communicated at the meeting of September 27, 1947.) 

11. Using a common phrase we can summarize the contents of this 
section as follows: 

(GP) : We suppase that A, B, C and D are spa ces in general position. 

An exact examination of the meaning of the expression "in general 
position" shows that our assumption contains the following suppositions. 

If [ni,-I]. [ni,-I]. [ni3-I]. [ni,-I] is an arbitrary permutation 
of the four spa ces A. B. C. D for which 

th en 

( GP I) : the proj ective space of lowest dimension containing both [ni, - 1 } 
and [ni,-l] is (ni, + niz-1 )~dimensiona1. 

(GP2 ) : the projective space of highest dimension contained both in 
[nia-1] and in [ni,-I] is (ni,+nl,-n-1)~dimensional. 

(GP3 ): the [ni.+ni,-I] and the [ni,+ni,-n-I] introducedjustnow 
have no cQmmon points. 

Hereat we remark th at two spa ces have a (- 1 ) ~dimensional space as 
intersection if they have no points in common. Besides we notice that the 
first supposition is equivalent with 

(GPr) : the projective spaces [ni, - 1] and [ni, -- 1] have no common 
points. 

The validity of (GP) can be expressed by a number of three inequalities, 
in keeping with the fact that the four spaces can be divided on three 
manners into pairs of two. 

Putting il = 1. i2 = 2. i3 = 3. i4 = 4 we arrive at 

(GPA): 

Putting ÎI = 1. i2 = 3. i2 = 2. i4 = "1 we obtain 

(GPB): (d n, bn-n,) (bn,+n.-n an, eng) =I- O. 

Finally we have 

Ir T = nl < n-n4 for i1 = 1. i2 = 4. is = 2. is = 3 

(eng b rt - n,) (bn2+n3-n an, d n,) =I- O. 
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(d n, an- n,) (a Il1 +n.-n bn, ena) '* O. 

if T = nl = n-n4 on account of (GPr) 

(d n, a" I
) (b n, e"') '* O. 

and thus irrespective the value of T 

(GPC): Ir = (d n, aT bn-neT) (en, an,- T bn-n,-n,+T) =I- O. 

Since all points of a line transversalof A. B. C and D belang to the 
[ni1 + ni,-I] that joins [ni,-I] and [ni2-1]. from (GPs ) it follows 
that such a line (if present) has no common point with the [ni

3 
+ nl, - n-l] 

defined by [ni,-I] and [ni,-I]. Hence we are entitled to pronounce the 

Lemma. If I is a line tranversal of A. B, C and D, then the intersection 
points of l with these four spaces are mutual different. 

12. Let now be given an arbitrary point Pa 

n, 
al I y(l)! + a2 1 y(2)! + ... + an, I y(n,)! = .2) ai 1 y(l)! 

i=l 

of A and likewise an arbitrary point Pb 

n, 
fJl I z(l) I + fJ2 1 z(2) I + ... + fJn, I z(n2

) I = 1: Pi I zU) I 
i=l 

of B (according to (GPr) necessarily distinct from Pa). Then the straight 
line Pa Pb 

I X I = À .2) ai I y(i) I + /-i 1: fJ i I zU) I 
i i 

joining Pa and Pb meets C in a point Pc if and only if the equations 

À .2)ai (IJ:,,) yU)) + /-i.E fJi (V(k) zUl) = 0 (k = 1. 2 ....• n-n3) 
i j 

have a common solution (Àe. /-ie). In the same manner th ere exists all inter~ 
section point Pa of Pa Pb with D if and only iE the equations 

À}) ai (w(l) yU)) + /-i.2) fJ j (W(l) zUl) = 0 (l = 1. 2 •...• n-ni) 
i j 

have a common solution (Àa.!la). Thus a necessary and sufficient con~ 
dition for the presence of a line transvers al of A. B. C and D is the 
resolvability of thc equations 

À-d 1: ai (wil) yri)) + !Id ;:; fJ i (W(l) zUl) = 0 ( 
I J 

À-e .E a i (V(k) yU)) + /-ie 2~ fJ i (V(k) zUl) = 0 
i i 

(l = 1. 2 ..... n-n4: k = 1. 2 ..... n-n3) 

(9) 

with indeterminates al' 02 • .... an,; fJI' fJ2 ..... fJn,; Àe. /-ie; À-a. /-id. 
On account of the Lemma I?roved in the preceding section an arbitrary 
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solution of (9) will deliver two points P e and P d, which neither coindde 
with Pa or Pb. This means that there exjst no solutions of (9) with Àe, fte, 

Àd or ftd = 0 and so we may put }ee = fte = 1; Àd = S fid, wh ere S is .a 

new indeterminate that supersedes U·d, fid). 

N ow we consider 

S 1,' ai (wil) y(i)) + 2:(3 j (wil) zUl) = 0 ( 
i J 

J: aj (vik) y(i)) + J: (3 j (Vik) zUl) = 0 
i j 

([=1,2, ... ,n-n4; k=1.2, ... ,n-n3) 

. (9*) 

as a system of 2n-n3-n4 = nl + n2 linear homogeneous equations in 
the nl + n2 variables (a1,a2' ... , ani' (31' (32,. .. ,!31l,) and observe that a 
solution as desired exists if and only if the determinant on the coefficients 
of (9*) vanishes. This imposes on S the condition 

. (10) 

or if we introduce complex~symbols (as allowed!) 

S (dl a) : (d' b) 
=0 . ........ _ ... : ....................... . 

Simultaneous expansion with respect to the first n-n4 rows gives 

2 (_IYIl,-p)(n-Il ,-- p) (nI) ( n2 )X\S(dlalj (d'b) IX 
p=o P n-n4-p ~:~ 

P n-n4-:p 

X \ (Cl a): (Cl b) \ = J.: (_l)(n,-p)(n-neP) (ni) ( _n2 
_ ) X 

~: _______ ~ p=o P n n4 P 

nl-p n-nl-n3 + P 

X (n - n4)! (n-n3) I (dl alP (dl b)n-n4-p (Cl a)nl- P (Cl b)n-1l1-
1l3+P SP = 0, 

where T is the integer introduced in section 10. 
We simplify the coefficients putting 

gn3 n4 = (_I)(Il I - p)(ll-n,-p) (ni) .( n2 ) 
tlln" P P n-n4-p . 

n4 f n3! bt . 
and then after multiplication with -( --)-, . -( ~-)-, we 0 am 

n-n4' n n3' 

.2 gn3 1l4 (dil, aP bn- lleP) (en, an,-p bll-tll-tl3+P) SP = O. (11) 
p=o tlltl"p 

According to (GPC) this represents a non vanishing equation in S of 
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degree T, the roots of which we call Slt S2' ... , ST. Since from (GPf) 
it follows th at there exists no solution of (9*) different Erom (0,0, ... ,0) 

with (31 = (32 = '" = (3n, = 0 and since (GP3 ) shows th at a solution 
with al = a2 = ... = a lll = 0 is not present, all T roots Si of (11) are 
useEul for us. 

13. We suppose in this and the following sections that the T roots Si 
of (11) are mutual different. Then putting in (9*) S = Si we obtain a 

system of equations with a single solution (al' a2'"'' an" fJI' fJ2, ... , (31l2)(i 

that furnishes two points p~) and p~) which inversely determine Si. Hence 
with every root Si th ere corresponds a single line transvers al li and in 
this case A, B, C and D possess T different line transvers als 7 ). 

As the introduction of S in section 12 shows, the value of S, is just 

equal to the cross ratio (P~) p~) p~) p~)) of the four intersection points 
on [I. Now the considerations that led to (11) remain valid if we replace 
the assumption (2) by the fainter supposition 

Thus on account of 

af ter changing the spaces Band C we can follow the same way. Con~ 
sequently the cross ratios 

shaU be roots of the equation 

T 

(i = 1. 2, ...• T) 

J: gll,n. (d tl• aq cn-n,-q) (bn'anl- q cn- Il ,-n,+q) x q = o. 
q=O nln"q 

If we substitute in (11) S = 1 - x we must arrive at an equation 

T 
1,' gn,n. (d n• aP bn-neP) (en. alll-P bn-nl-n3+p) (l-x)P = 

P=O n,n"p 

with the same roots as (12). Since the coefficients of x T 

(12) 

(_lyn,-TJ(n-n,-T) (ni) ( n3 ) (dn.aTcn-neT) (bn·an,-Tcn-lll-tl,+T) 
T n-n4-T 

and 

(-l)T+(IlI-T) (n-1l4- T) ( T) (ni) ( n2 ) (dn.aTbn-Il.-T)(cn'anl-Tbn-lll-n,+T) 
T T \n-n4-T 

7) Compare Math. E:1c. III 2, 2 A, p. 815. 
~ 
86 
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!"~spective1y, for T = n-n4 ;;:;:; nl are equal, apart from a factor 

e = (_l)n-n.+n, (n-n,)+ndn,+fle n) 

in this case the corresponding coefficients in both equations differ only 

by a factor 8. As}; J; =; 1: we can deduce from th is fact the identities 
p=O q=O q=o p=q 

n1n3J q g fl,fI. (dfl. aq en-fleq) (bn, afl,-q efl
-

n,-fl2+q) = ! 
= t (-l}q ni;fI.

, (p) gn g fl 4 (d fl • aP bn- neP) (en" an,-p bn-n,-n,+p) (13) 
- n1 n2,p 

p=q q 
(q = 0, 1, 2 •...• n --- 04 :::=: nl)' 

S + <' + > by means of considerations similar with in ce nl n3 =:= n; ns 114 ~ 11 
those of section 12 we obtain 

(e'd) 

(14) 

This formula is true independent from the values of n 1 and 114 and thus 

th for T -- /1 -n_ < til Then howcver. af ter the substitution among 0 ers -- -"4 . , . 
x = 1, 6 has become a determinant of rank;;:;:; n and thus x = 1 IS at le~st 
a (111 + n4-n) ~fold root of 6 = 0. Therefore in this case there eXlst 

a1so the identities 

i' (q) gn,n3 (en, aq dn- ng- q) (bn, an,- q dn-n,-n,+q) = 0 l . (15) 
. . nj n4,q • 

q=l ! 
(i = 0, 1. ...• 111 + n4- tI -l). 

In the interest of an application in section 16 we notiee th at the results of 
section 12 hold irrespective the value of 112 + n4, if we replace in (11) the 

zero that indicates the minimum value of p by Land acid 

14. If we choose a [113-1] through the T points 

I g(i) l + ! z(i) l (i = 1. 2 •... , T) 

as C and a [n4-1] through the points 

Wi !y(i)l -+ !z(i)l (i= 1. 2 •... , T) 

as D, where Wi are arbitrary realor complex numbers, then the equation 
in S corresponding to the four spaces A. B. C anel D has the roots Wi· 

Hence it is impossible that there exists arelation between t~e. a~solute 
invariants that appear as coefficients in the S~equation af ter dlvlelmg the 
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left si de of (11) through 10 = (d n, bn- fl ,) (en, an, bn-n,-n,). Therefore an 
integrity basis composed of less than T + 1 invariants as ours cannot be 
present. In the general case (IV) the invariants 

(p = 0.1. .... T) 

form a smallest il1tegrity basis. In the third case (lIl) In, becomes the 
product of (d n, an,) and (en, bn,) and so a smallest integrity basis consists 
of 10,11, ... , I n,-I anel these invariants. 

In the seconel case (II) likewise 10 becomes reducible and a smallest 
basis is composed by 

11./2, •• , • Int-I. (d n, an,). (d n, bn,). (en, an,). (en, bn.). 

In the case of four medials th ere appear further the invariants (a fl' bn,) 

and (en, d l1
,). Af ter adding them to the basis one of the invariants 

11• 12, ... , 1 n,-I ean be omitted 8). This follows Erom (13) for n1= n2 = 
= 113 = n4; q = 0 or from 

15. The points p~) (i = 1, 2, ... , T) are not contained in a (T-2)~ 
dimensional subspace A' of A. For if this happens. we can choose the 
points {yU)} sa that the first T -1 of them occur in A', anel then the 
ril + n2 linear homogeneous equations 

T-I n, 
S Z ai (W;l) g(i) -+ 2' fJj (wil) zU) = 0 

i=l j=1 

. (16) T-I 11, 

:E ai (vik) g(i) + :E fJj (viii) zUl) = 0 
i=1 }=I 

(1= 1,2 •...• n-tl4; k= 1. 2 ..... tI-tl3) 

tn the T -1 + n2 < nl + 112 indeterminates (al> a2' .... a T--l' fJl' (J2 • ... , fJn.) 
shall become a common solution different from (0,0, ... ,0) through each 
substitution S =--= Si (i = 1, 2, .... Tl. This requires that the determinant 
on the coefficients of every number of T-1 + n2 of the equations (16) 
which is a polynomial in S of a degree lower than T. vanishes for T 
different values Si of S, and thus is equal to zero irrespective the value 
of S. However for S = 1 at least one of these determinants differs from 
zero, sin ce on account of (GP3) the space joining A and B has no common 
points with the intersection of C and D. Hence there exists no [T -2] 
containing p~) and likewise no [T -2] containing p~) (i = 1, 2 .... , T). 

Now we pass to a ncw system of coordinates. the symplex of which we 

8) TURNBUL'L II, p. 61; BRUlNS. p. 444-445. 
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indicate by Q1 Q2 ... Qn and the unit point of which we caB E. The n 
points QI are defined in this manner 

T points QI coincide with the points p~) 

T points QI coincide with the points p~) 

n3 + n4-n points QI are contained both in C and in D 

n2 + n4-n points QI are contained both in B and in D 

nl-T points QI are contained both in A and in D 

n-n4-T points QI are contained both in B and in C. 

In order to determine E we agree that the projection of this point from 

the opposite QI, QI, ... Qin-2 on p~) pV) coincides with p~) for each value 

of j (= 1. 2, ... , T). Then the coordinates of the T points p~) and thus the 
equations of A, B, C and D are defined unequivocally. Nevertheless there 
are yet CO n - T - 1 points, that can perform the duties of the unit point E. 

From this we deduee that th ere exist con - T-I collineations for which 
the figure eonsisting of the four spaces A, B, C and D remains invariant. 

16. The eonsiderations of the preceding seetion show that if the roots 
SI are mutual different, their values define unequivocally the projective 
geometrical type of the fjgure. A second number of four spaces in general 
position [nl-1]*, [in2-1]*, [n3-1]* and [n4-1]* for which the roots 
Si have the same values as the roots Si ean be carried over in the original 
system by a projective transformation. This is not always possible when 
two or more roots Si are equal. For af ter the substitution S = Sj, where 
SJ is a multiple root of (11) the equations (9*) may be both onee and 
more than on ce dependent. In this case, that we don't exc1ude further. we 
must eonsider the minors of the determinant (10). N ow the minor that 
appears af ter dropping the rows containing 

and the eolumnscontaining 

where Po + qo = to + So = N ~ T -1. is just the S~determinant cor~ 
responding with the spaces 

A': 

B' : 

C' : 

D': 
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We suppose that A' is the intersection of A with the [n-to--l]: 

(a n- ro n ro) = 0, that B' is the intersection of B with the [n-so-l]: 
(pn-so n So ) = 0, that C' arises from joining C with the [qo-l]: 
(r qo nll-qo) = 0 and th at D' arises from joining D with the [Po-I]: 
(oPo nll-Po) = 0. Then the equations of our four spaces are 

A': (a n- ro a ro) (a ncro nn-lIrl-ro) = 0 (ni = nl-to). 
B' : (f3I1-so bSo) (bll,-so n ll - II,+so) = 0 (nz = n2-s0) ' 
C': (r qo elia nn-II.-qo) = 0 (n~ = n3+qO)' 
D' : (oPo dn. nn-II.-po) = 0 (n~ = n,,+po). 

and apart from a constant number the value of the considered minor 
becomes 

where T'=nJ-tO 
'T' = n - n1 - Po 
L'=O 
L' =n-n2- n1 + so-Po 

for Po-ta """"n-nl-n1 
for po-ro ===-n-nl-n4 
for Sa-Po -=:: n2 + n4-n 
for Sa-Po ===- n2 + ni-no 

If SI is a common root of the equations 

Z gn3+Q.II,+P (n/l- r ar) (n/l- S b S ) (nP dil, at bn- n.-p-- t ) X 
t n,- r, II,-S. t (I) (2) (3) 

X (n(~) elia aIl1-t-r bll-Il,-Il,-q+t+r) St = 0 ~ n(l). n(2) ~ 
t n(3). n(4) ~ 

(p + q = r + s = N: p, q. t, S = 0.1. 2 •... . N-=:: T -1) 

th en after the substitution S = Si in (17) we obtain zero. 

(17) 

(18) 

Evidently the resolvability of (18) is a sufficient condition for the 
existence of a root Sj th at causes a diminishing of the rank of (10) to a 
11tlmber < n1 + n2-N. Moreover this condition is necessary. since it is 
always possible to choose the points {yW}. {y(2)} • .... {y(n,-r)} in such a 

manner that they are contained in an arbitrary space[n-r-l]:(a~)r nr)=O. 

and so on. We conclude that a complete proj ective classification of the 
numbers of four spaces, for which the S~equation has one or more multiple 
roots is obtained, if besides the absolute invariants are taken in con~ 

sideration the concomitants 

(nn-r ar) (n ll- s bS) (nP dil, at bll-Ilep-t) (n q cTla all,-t-r bll-rZ,-Tl,-q+t+r) 
(t) (2) (3) (4) 

(0"":::: P + q = r + s = N-::' T-l; p. q, r. s = 0.1.2 •••.• N). 

With every number of four spaces A. B. C. D is connected an expres sion 
·as introduced by SEGRE in the theory of the elementary divisors and 
inversely such an expres sion from projeetive geometrkal standpoint gives 
a complete summary of the proper ties of the figure 9). 

9) For nl = n2 = Tla = n4 = 3 compare BOTTEMA p. 34. 




